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Abstract

When people feel both psychologically and physiologically about their tomorrow and future needs they shall considered as the middle class and lower class people in India’s segregated class structure. Since 1947 onwards people belongs to middle class and lower class have been facing numerous social, political and economical problems owing to reasons of absence of pro poor rulers and helpers in the India’s classified caste system. Though this people have been facing all those melancholy problems without an alternative ways, their needs of future are left by their ancestor at vacuum places while other people are left much property to their future generations. Whatever they face regarding to income and survival problem would be able to overcome easily by them but if they face any types of health problems they are not able to face and manage since it makes much expenditures. Indian government has been running and administered on the precious path of secular and democratic ideologies, its core meaning is to serve to people, protecting people and developing them through its effective governance. People deriving all types of welfare policies are not making substantial and strong growth in their life developments. They derive all those materials from the government as it is their compulsory duty without liking and showing interest on that materials always because they would like to work lot and hard at hazardous and risky situations with an aim to preserve their health system and family welfares. From then to now this people have been facing huge health oriented problems which they face crucial as they could not able to manage hospital’s expenditures without remedial measures. In their daily life they have been living by eating government providing free rice and household items when they face extra huge health expenditures they are not able to manage in private hospitals, because health oriented check-up and hospital expenditures are incurring lot and more than from their savings and incomes. It is known factors that in private hospital poor people’s health check-up, treatment and bed charges are making them not able to pay and say answers. Because charges and expenditures are high and unaffordable which prevails even still now in many of private hospitals? These types of
more fees charging activities are done by much private hospital management without fearing to public and government, at the same time more hospital charges are collected in the privet hospitals which is run by politicians and rich people they would not fear and be responsible to government because they are part of government. Based on the above points and ideas this paper is pertinent and interesting to analysis effects of corona in managing of poor people’s health problems during the corona ideas period would be analysed.
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Impacts of Corona in Poor people life

There are big millineries ,rich people and industrialist in India they shall able to bear and tolerate all their known and unknown problems in terms of social ,economical and health problems where as poor people in India has been constituted around 95 % many of them have been suffering lot and fearing huge about thinking their present and future health issues in terms of social ,economical and health problems where as poor people in India has been constituted around 95 %, many of them have been suffering lot and fearing huge about thinking their present and future health issues ,if they infected by any disease their health is devitalised about thinking how to spend amount to cure their health in private hospitals .Already they have worries as to unable to mange health expenditures, on which effective of corona disease has been created unabated panic as to how to manage health expenditures if they infected by corona disease. Because Even MLA and MP’s health problems are treated in private hospitals at much cost and expenditures which were shown in the televisions and news papers ,through understanding that news poor people have understood that how to save their health from the possible infections .During this 8 month corona period people belongs to 500 earner in a day are felt and worried lot as to no money feelings and survival problems, ,entire family of 500 earner’s in Indian society had been suffering and worrying lot in terms of unable to eat properly, spend money for their daily expenditures and feed to their children .Regarding this, most of this categories people are not getting affected and infected by corona diseases with the god help ,this phrase and talk is spoken by all the poor people across the India that god alone has saved poor people’s life and family from the infectious situations past 8 month .Once they get infected by corona disease they must have been died without money to get hospital treatment and would have been suffering by self isolating and grieving with family without an alternative solutions. To these
pathetic conditions of them in corona period government has created such bad situation wherein affected people have to manage their health expenditures themselves and rest of people should be inside of home without coming to outside or external, this situation made the poor people to think about their health problem perhaps they get affected by disease and who will pay money for protect their family survival and cure health problems. Despite India has had many private hospitals it has not dictated and assigned to them to give free treatment for poor people sincerely. Because government in this occasions and duration entirely have been failed to save and protect poor people’s survival and family feeding. Since government and private hospitals are understood that curing corona disease will lead to make huge expenditures it decided to left that duty to poor people’s hand to manage their health issues themselves. In everywhere of India’s private hospitals per day amount from 15000 thousand to 25000 thousand charge were collected from the corona patients. Since this news was seen by poor people through television they started to feel how to protect their family members from the virus of corona while they are being as a daily beggar for daily survival. Than getting happiness, poor people feared to face their financial needs and crises than getting infected by corona disease and also seen prevailing scenario of upper people alone is able to cure corona disease have realised and imbibed them as to their financial weakness and meagre situation in India’s social setup. From birth to death this people have been numerous and multiple social, economical and health problems in which their health problems seem to be invincible and unmanageable by their lowest income and meagre social status, because doctors are used to neglect poor people in the hospitals and treating them in careless ways by getting money from them and finally giving date to keep coming to hospitals without ending, thereby their daily income, work and family happiness are lost and have kept them to be suffering about their lost money and works. To take scan, CD scan, x-ray, blood test, urine test, cardio check-up thyroid test and eye test leads to impose heavy financial burden on the patient, further this expenditures are weakening their already affected health. Doctors are definitely able to treat the patients’ disease at nominal cost and fees, due to their materialism interest they collect abnormal and unreasonable fees from the poor patients thereby they become further weak with already weakened heart.
Pray of god to give good health

This is a story of universally heard and known by all the people that poor people and middle class will be praying the god always to give good health system, this feeling has caused and raised at their heart is due to their low income and costly medical expenditures. Rulers are bothering about sustaining their political power while particular people are living happily with their political power’s support, rulers are ruling the country for the sack of rich people’s happy life while poor people are working with saddest feelings as to how to survive tomorrow and face their all in all problems, these are the India’s social system in which this people have been at platform wherein all the sophisticate, luxurious, richest and ruling people having been living and surviving. Than Rest of people in India people below poverty line and less income people have been living namesake but really living every day on the graveyard of worry full and grievous situations. From this pathetic situation of them once every five year rulers are coming and people are voting on account of expecting one day they will do good things to them, poor people facing continuous poverty situation and get cheated by the rulers in Indian soil are being as a customary and habitual phenomena but no ends to ruler cheating over poor people and no ends to poor people voting to the rulers, this is an India’s political orthodox which has kept poor people at rigorous painful life and promoted other people toward height of Himalaya mountain thereby tears have been coming from the eyes of poor people just like caveri rivers with saddest and mournful look without end. They have capacity and calibre to sleep and live one day or two day without food but they worry and feel lot and so sad how to spend and earn money to save their health from the possibilities of infections and if they get infected by known and unknown diseases, in this regard government role in terms of encouraging and promoting their capacity to face all types of their health and social problems as they able keep them at good conditions, it should not let them to be at worst social and economical situation with an intention to get vote and black money on behalf of their welfare policy schemes. In narrated points of this section, poor will pray the god to give good health than money and power since the government role is against the their life and being in favour of rich people’s developments, have made the poor people to pray the god to give good health system and provide daily job for their daily survival. From this vulnerable and gloomy situation they possess sad feelings of how to face social and health crises if they meet that in their present to future periods. Corona is divided people in two categories one is riche who will able to face
health problems and social problems second one is poor people who will not able to face those problems are faced by the rich people on account of political and social made up and down land and finance resources.

Conclusion

Even sun is arising and going back happily itself while poor’s life is arising with poverty and ends with poverty without an alternative solution. In this way government must let this people to live brightly like sun arising and has to provide sources to them for pass away and live happily without sorrow feelings at the time of dying. Apart form its role of providing useless and poor quality free rice it must create and make an appropriate platform wherein this people have to work and earn lot as to face their all types of social and health problems in present and future without defending and expecting always government role and supports. Once they improved their capacity to face all types of menace, will like to face diseases like corona if it comes thousand time in the global soil. People fearing in the contemporary period is to how to manage and spend health oriented expenditures since they are being as low salaried and income people, which must be redressed and rectified by the government for let them stand on their own foot and steps. Cleavages and discrimination is coming and happening in India’s social setup due to income and property scarcity and inequality, it makes people to differ in their social and economic commitments wherein names are born such as poor and rich thereby life status of poor people are able to discover easily at all angles. Still many people in many regions have been at unknown places and situations owing to their less and meagre social and health situations which must be altered and changed immediately by the government ‘s best polices.
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